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6.5” Premium Poinsettias

A holiday favourite! Brighten up any
room this winter with a vibrant poinsettia.
Available in red, white, the 6.5” poinsettias
are perfect for your home, hotels,
restaurants and banks over the holidays.

Succulent Bowl

A beautiful, ceramic, patterned bowl is 9” in
diameter - perfect for your coffee table or as a
housewarming gift. An assortment of popular
succulents are planted with a flowering kalanchoe
in the center.

10” Premium RED Poinsettias

Make a statement! These 10” red
poinsettias are the center of attention due
to their size. They arrive ready to display
and include a colour-coordinated pot
cover. Available in RED only.

Table Top Trio

Add a touch of festivity anywhere in your home with
this holiday pack! The decorative pot covers, and
decorations included. There are three different 4”
plants in this tray: Gaultheria, Frosty Fern, and Mini
Cypress.

Indoor Tropical Planter

Add a festive look to your table with a
tropical planter. There are four different,
live plant varieties included with holiday
decor in a rectangular tin. Planter container
designs vary and cannot be requested.

Hanging Greenery Bough

Celebrate with a merry bough of greenery! A
fun, vintage, burlap bag holds premium greens,
red ilex berry branches and an array of novelty
decorations. This hangs outside on your front door
or leans on the patio.

Holiday Wreath

The popular wreath is getting an upgrade!
A large, plaid bow is featured in the middle
of fresh noble, cedar and juniper. Frosted
pinecones and red berries complete the new
look - ready to welcome guests at your door!

Outdoor Greenery Arrangement

Welcome guests to your home in-style with
a deluxe greenery arrangement. This large,
outdoor planter stands over 2 feet tall with
beautiful, premium holiday greens, red ilex berry
branches and decorations.

*All Items may not be exactly as shown. We have a variety of plant/greenery mixes, containers and holiday features.*
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Visit our website to place online orders:
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